
Creating a copper biosensor 
based on E.coli Cu-sensitive element and 
bacteriophage lysogenity control system 



 Copper is an essential trace 
element required for many vital 
functions. It acts as a cofactor 
for different red-ox reactions in 
active center of cuproenzymes.

 Copper in a free state is 
extremely toxic for all types of 
biomolecules due to it’s ability 
to produce reactive oxygen 
species. Thus all copper inside 
the cell is 

 tightly protein-bound.

 In our opinion, importance of 
copper as water pollutant and 

Motivation

It is nesessary to create an effective copper biosensesor 
that would detect exstracellular copper in cytotoxic 
state.



 sense copper ions in 
growing media

 provide the response 
on a “all or nothing” 
basis, when copper 
level will exceed the 
critical concentration.

Our task was to create a copper biosensor, that would



Technical devices that possess the 
above properties are called triggers 

and comparators.
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Experimental realization

1.  To  construct  a  copper-sensitive 
e lement  and  to  s tudy  i t ’s 
characteristics

[Cu2+] Cu-sensitive 
element PoPS Trigger
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2. To build a trigger-like biological 
system and to study it’s behaviour 
and stability
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Cu-responsible element kinetic studies



Cu-responsible element kinetic studies



Copper biosensor
 needs some trigger properties

t

- [Cu2+]
- fluorescence

Natural Cu-responsible element Cu-responsible system 
with trigger characteristics

- bistable switch
- rapid responce
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Two promotors have basic efficiencies EA and EB and the products 
are degraded by first-order process with rate constants DA and 
DB.
RA and RB are repression efficiencies of the two operators. 

Input Z, that could be thought as activity of additional 
promoter in operon A. 

 A and B correspond to the concentrations of the two 
 repressors, coded by operons indexed a and b respectively.



 P = RAEA/dA - characterizes the activity of PA

Q = RBEB/dB  - characterizes the activity of PB 

J  = RAZ/dA  - characterizes the additional promoter in operon A 



P and Q parameters selection 
for hysteretyc behaviour



Biological trigger: BioBrick realization

PCu copper-regulated promotor 

PRef
LacI-regulated pomotor 

(BBa_R0010)

PB
Phage 434 cI-regulated promotor 

(BBa_R0052)

PA
Phage lambda cI-regulated 
promotor (BBa_R0051)

rbs ribosome-binding site 
(BBa_B0034)

B Phage 434 cI-repressor + LVA-
tag ( BBa_C0052)

RFP RFP mCherry + LVA-tag 
(BBa_J6505)

GF
P GFP (BBa_E0040) + LVA-tag

A
Phage lambda cI-repressor 
+LVA-tag (rbs + A = 
BBa_J06550)

t strong terminator (BBa_B0025)
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The whole copper biosensor devise



When the copper concentration in a medium 
changes from low to high, bacterial cells provide a 

rapid and reversible color change (from green 
fluorescence to red)
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